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Festive Fourth of July Treats!

Are you hosting a party this 4th or possibly
attending one? We guarantee showing up with this
fruit platter will make you a favorite of the
gathering!

Choose your favored fruits and berries and
delicately design them around on your preferred
platter and you are ready to serve and amaze!

Click here to watch how we made this!

Fireworks aren't the only things catching our eye
this year! Tabletop goods from Fiesta, Chilewich,
Tag, Fortessa and more can work together to level
up any table scape!

Design Tip: If you plan on styling bright

How beautiful are these leathers? We absolutely
adore Stressless for their customization options!
There are so many colors to choose from; red,
white, blue or any color, you name it and they
likely have it! Not only do they have a wide
selection of hues, but their quality is top notch! We

http://inkwellhomestore.com
https://fb.watch/dZVIhyJ1XQ/


dinnerware, utilize a neutral tablecloth to create
some balance.

know you can trust Stressless for all of your
leather needs.

Shine your brightest with Firefly

Firefly Jewelry levels up any outfit in your closet!
Whether it is paired with jean shorts and a tee-
shirt, or a dress and heels, these pieces dazzle
and bring sparkle to any outfit.

This necklace and earrings are made out of the
finest Austrian crystals & Czech glass beads which
shine bright, and reflect light oh so beautifully.

The featured pieces show off the brightest reds
and boldest blues; not to worry, though, there are
many more options in the store for colors and
styles!

It's that time of the year again...
CRAZY DAYS SALE JULY 8-10

Hundreds of items on sale for 25-75% off!
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